LIST OF VAMPIRES FOR THE HOST
4 males, 6 females – 10 characters total

NAME
PHESA WARCRYPT
Australian Vampire & Gothic
Retail Store Manager
optional

BLOODWORTH
MARCUS
Brazilian Vampire & Bullfighter
optional

ISANTIA
ANDROMEDA
Spanish Vampire & Celebrity
optional

MANDRAKE
DARKMOON
Egyptian Vampire & Heir
optional

SALOME VOSSEN
German Vampire & Heiress
optional

ZANDER LOCKE
Romanian Vampire & Blood
Bank Volunteer
optional

BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Dark-colored

Phesa Warcrypt can’t tell a lie to save her life! This is Victorian style dress
one abrasive vampire that tells it how it is! You should with hair styled in a
wicked-cool bun with
hope that she doesn’t discover anything negative
hair jetting out of
about you or you’re sure to hear about it along with
everywhere like
everyone else!
spikes.

If you were to look up sarcasm in the dictionary,
Bloodworth Marcus’s picture would be featured next to
the description. He is also a serious self-loving
vampire with a slight over-exaggeration problem.

Gothic and very
trendy attire. Fake
vampire teeth as an
optional prop.

Isantia Andromeda is a vampire of many personalities.
Some say that Isantia suffers from schizophrenia but
insiders say her multiple personalities are only due to
boredom and loneliness from living over 320 years!

Very young & trendy
attire - Gothic attire
or very flashy attire.

Mandrake Darkmoon is the 200-year-old son of
Antakia Darkmoon. Known as the strong and silent
vampire and neurotic protector of his mother, this high
society gent knows everything about his notorious
mother.
If you’re looking for an elusive, mysterious and
unpredictable vampire…you’ll come across this
extremely wealthy vampire. Interesting enough, this
undead loves to do impersonations of animals that
surround her castle in the forest! Salome is known to
be one of the weakest vampires in the group, but
devious is her middle name.
Zander Locke is the infamous Romanian vampire and
blood bank volunteer. To the humans, Zander is a
philanthropist that donates his time running the
Bucharest Blood Bank – a Romanian non-profit
organization that saves human lives. However, he’s
known in the vampire community as a notorious blood
dealer for vampires who don’t like obtaining their
meals the old-fashioned way.

ESME LEBLANC
Australian Vampire & Pop Star
optional
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Esme LeBlanc is the femme fatale of the vampires.
She is an international pop icon that is the diva of all
divas, transcending the human and vampire worlds.
Esme gets what she wants or people pay the price!

Gothic and very
trendy wealthylooking attire. Fake
vampire teeth as an
optional prop.

Glamorous Gothicinspired gown.
Optional masks as a
prop.

Gothic and very
trendy wealthylooking attire. Fake
vampire teeth as an
optional prop. Fake
packets of blood ‘for
sale’ as optional
props.
Glamorous and
trendy Gothic attire.
Optional to have a
fake / toy
microphone as a
prop.

IZZY BUNKUS
English Vampire Hunter
optional

HARVEN
MICHAELS
American Vampire Hunter
optional

GRAYE RUCK
Transylvanian Vampire Hunter
optional

Izzy Bunkus is the ultra-elusive vampire hunter from
London. Izzy has worked her entire life to perfect the
art of a vampire hunt and is one of the leading
vampire killers in the world. Rumor has it that Izzy is
planning a truce with the vampires of the world, but
nobody can be certain this is for real.
Harven Michaels is the clumsy American vampire
slayer. Harven is definitely not a threat to the vampire
community, and they even embrace Harven, often
extending invites to her for vampire events – for their
own amusement.
Graye Ruck is the brazen vampire hunter from
Transylvania. He comes from a long line of legendary
vampire slayers and refuses to be the first generation
to disgrace his family’s name and not maintain the
legacy. Vampires should take heed and caution if
Graye is near.

Vampire Hunter
costume – bodice
with long uneven
skirt and boots with
any type of cliché
amulets, garlic, ‘holy
water’, etc. as
optional props.
Vampire Hunter
costume short skirt
with corset and any
type of cliché
amulets, garlic, ‘holy
water’, etc. as
optional props.
Vampire Hunter
costume with any
type of cliché
amulets, garlic, ‘holy
water’, etc. as
optional props.

For more information about your game, head
over to
http://YourMysteryParty.com/twilightmurder
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